Wellness Ball Activity

Goal:
- *To show youth the importance of self-care, boundaries, and setting limits when they are supporting others.*

Instructions:
- Ask youth to stand in a circle, in an area clear of drinks and food, bags etc.
- The activity facilitator has 3 or 4 similar small balls (depending on size of the group), 2 larger beach or volleyballs, and one, special ball near them.
- Tell youth to “**raise one hand, and leave that hand up until you have been passed a ball. We need to remember who threw the ball to us, and who we passed the ball to. Throw the ball softly and remember this isn’t a race.**”
- Once youth have the hang of the activity, add another small ball and have youth “**go through the same pattern with this ball.**”
- When all 3 or 4 small balls are in rotation, add a large ball which will start at the facilitator and move around the circle, passed side to side.
- After a couple of rotations of that large ball, add the other large ball, going side to side the other direction. You made need to ask youth to slow down or concentrate on the activity if balls are flying or dropping often.
- After a couple more rotations of all those balls, pause the game. Ask youth to “**stop and hold the balls**, explain the last ball, “**the most important ball, the one that cannot be dropped, this ball will follow the same rotation as the other small balls, OK, now GO!**”
- After a couple more minutes end the activity and ask youth to sit down where they are standing to debrief.

Debrief:
- What did you think of the activity?
- What did it remind you of? Stress, life, anxiety.
- What did the little balls represent? Everyday stressors.
- The bigger balls? Events that come along once in awhile that you can’t foresee, like death in the family, break ups, etc.
- The special ball you weren’t allowed to drop? You, the most important and special thing there is.
- What helped you catch the most balls, and not to drop everything? Help from others, cooperation, saying “STOP!”, or using people’s names before you threw it etc.
- Teen Talk would say, “This game can represent our lives, how we can support ourselves and each other, and how sometimes we need to drop some parts of our lives to take care of ourselves, like volunteering, a shift at work, or even a class in school. We need to have limits and boundaries, we might not be able to ask our teachers to postpone a big test we aren’t prepared for, but we can ask for help if we need it. If we drop ourselves, we aren’t able to be good supports to those around us, it is important to take care of ourselves to be great supports, or friends, or partners.”